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Doorway States in the Gamma Decay-Out of the Yrast Superdeformed Band in 59Cu
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The decay-out process of the yrast superdeformed band in 59Cu has been investigated. The firm
determination of spin, parity, excitation energy, and configuration of the states involved in this process
constitutes a unique situation for a detailed understanding of the decay-out mechanism. A theoretical
model is introduced that includes a residual interaction and tunneling matrix element between bands,
calculated in the configuration-dependent cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky model. This interaction causes
the decay to occur via a small number of observed doorway states.
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served and are classified for the first time. notation is �q1nq2�, with q1 � p1 � n1 and q2 � p2 � n2.
Superdeformed nuclear states are a manifestation of
shell structure in atomic nuclei [1,2]. At specific neutron
and proton numbers, elongated superdeformed (SD)
shapes are favored over normally deformed (ND) shapes.
For the SD states to be pure, they need to be shielded from
the ND states by an energy barrier in the deformation
coordinates. During the emission of characteristic dis-
crete � rays from the SD rotational bands leading to lower
angular momenta, the states of the elongated SD shape
move up in energy relative to the more compact ND
shape, and the barrier becomes lower and thinner. This
eventually leads to decay-out of the band by a cascade of
� rays.

The shape change occurring in the decay-out implies a
substantial rearrangement of nucleonic states. Especially
the nucleonic states from higher shells, which are occu-
pied in the SD bands, need to be vacated. This process is
facilitated by vibrational coupling through the barrier
between the SD state and doorway states [3], which in
turn typically are coupled to a very large number of ND
states [4]. Consequently, for the cases studied thus far in
the mass A� 190 region, the decay-out is fragmented
over numerous weak transitions as statistical cascades
without any discernible selection rules [5–8]. The door-
way states are masked by the chaotic character of the ND
states.

The subject of the present Letter is to discuss the
coupling between the SD band and the ND states dis-
played by the decay-out cascade in 59Cu. Especially, we
shall show that in this case a specific group of states
couples directly to the SD band via the residual two-
body interaction. These doorway states have been ob-
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The high-spin states in 59Cu were populated via the
40Ca�28Si; 2�1p�59Cu fusion-evaporation reaction. The
122 MeV 28Si beam was delivered by the ATLAS facility
at Argonne National Laboratory. The 0:5 mg=cm2 thin
40Ca target was enriched to 99:975% and enclosed be-
tween two thin layers of Au to prevent oxidation. The
experimental setup consisted of the Gammasphere array
[9] comprising 103 Ge detectors, in combination with the
4� charged-particle detector array Microball [10]. The
event trigger required the detection of at least four
Compton suppressed � rays. For details, see Ref. [11].

The yrast SD band in 59Cu is connected to the low-spin
ND states by numerous linking transitions, which have
mainly stretched E2 character but also dipole character.
This can be inferred from Fig. 1, which provides the
significant part of the decay scheme of 59Cu [11]. In
fact, 59Cu appears to be a somewhat fortuitous case, as
the fragmentation of the full decay intensity can be
studied throughout the decay steps. Another case,
although not as complex, is 133Nd [12].

The configurations of the observed regular bands in
59Cu are well explained by the configuration-dependent
cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky (CNS) approach [13,14] as
discussed in detail in Ref. [11]. The orbitals important for
the description of nuclei in the mass A� 60 region are
introduced in Fig. 2: The 1f7=2 orbit below the spherical
shell gap at N � Z � 28 and the upper �fp� shell (the
1f5=2, 2p3=2, 2p1=2 orbits) as well as the 1g9=2 orbit above
the gap. All configurations are labeled according to
�p1p2; n1n2�, where p1 �n1� is the number of proton (neu-
tron) holes in the 1f7=2 orbit, while p2 �n2� denotes the
number of 1g9=2 protons (neutrons). A more compact
2003 The American Physical Society 232502-1
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FIG. 1. Observed transitions in the decay-out of the SD band
in 59Cu [11]. The widths of the arrows reflect the relative B�E2�
strengths. Energy labels are in keV and provided only for
specific levels and transitions of interest. For more details
and the numbering of bands, we refer to Ref. [11].
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The decay-out of the SD band occurs almost exclu-
sively through positive parity states (cf. Fig. 1). The
decay-out is initiated at the 29=2� state. It decays by
the 1108, 1313, 1434, and 1514 keV transitions, which
all have stretched E2 character and which account for
the full intensity of the SD band. This is interpreted as a
fragmentation of the SD rotational strength, caused by
the coupling of the SD state to three ND doorway states at
angular momentum 25=2�. Further selection rules ap-
pear to be present in the decay-out of these four mixed
25=2� states, which prefer to decay to two groups of
excited 21=2� levels and via prompt proton decay [15].
At this stage, �90% of the intensity of the SD band is
observed experimentally [11].

To simulate the decay-out, the parameters of the CNS
calculations were first adjusted to reproduce the relative
energies of the three observed positive parity bands (3, 4,
and 5 in Fig. 1) in the angular momentum interval I �
17=2� to 33=2�. The CNS parameters �p;�p; �n, and �n
in the active N � 3 and N � 4 shells were chosen as
0.095, 0.31, 0.095, 0.29 and 0.065, 0.25, 0.065, and 0.30,
respectively. The parameters in the other shells are chosen
such as to obtain a smooth variation with N . Also, the
surface energy term as of the liquid drop energy had to be
increased by 27% with respect to the standard parame-
trization [16] to achieve a proper description.
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FIG. 2. Occupation schemes at an arbitrary energy scale of
the signature � � 	1=2 single-particle orbitals of protons and
neutrons assigned to the bands in 59Cu: The SD band �4n3�
(band 5 in Fig. 1), one doorway state �3n1� and typical ND
bands �2n1� (band 4 in Fig. 1), and �1n1� (band 3 in Fig. 1).
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The simulations of the decay-out are based on positive
parity bands with calculated energies below or in the
vicinity of the SD band at angular momentum I �
25=2. Excited rotational bands can be calculated by vary-
ing the position of the three protons and four neutrons in
the valence space defined in Fig. 2 [17]. There are 26 such
bands. These bands and an additional six bands terminat-
ing at lower spin values are displayed as a function of
angular momentum in Fig. 3(a) relative to a rigid rotor
reference. They are labeled by the type of configura-
tion they belong to, i.e., �0n1�, �1n1�, �2n1�, �3n1�, and
�4n3�. Configurations of type �4n1�, as well as all con-
figurations with three 1g9=2 particles (except for the SD
band itself), are not included, since they are calculated to
lie at too high energies.

Figure 3(a) displays a clear hierarchy among the bands.
At low angular momenta, the excitation energy grows
through the sequence of configurations �1n1�, �2n1�,
�3n1�, and �4n3�, caused by the promotion of more and
more particles into high-lying orbitals (cf. Fig. 2). How-
ever, such excitations are needed to generate angu-
lar momentum. Through the sequence of configurations
the moment of inertia increases as well as the highest
possible angular momentum of the band, i.e., its termi-
nating spin.

To some extent, the clustering of the band energies and
the gaps in energy between different groups of bands are
determined by basic properties of the rotating mean field,
rather independently of the detailed parameters of the
model. It is worthwhile to discuss the �2n1� and �3n1�
bands, since they are candidates for doorway states. The
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FIG. 3. (a) Calculated energies of positive parity states in
59Cu relative to a rigid rotor reference, as a function of the
angular momentum [17]. Terminating states are encircled.
(b) Calculated energies for the SD �4n3� and the lowest �3n1�
and �2n1� configurations at I � 33=2 and 25=2. The calcula-
tions are carried out along a straight line in the �"2; �� plane
which to a good approximation goes through the absolute
energy minima of the considered configurations starting at
"2 � 0:18, � 
 30�, and ending at "2 
 0:41, � � 0� (cf.
Fig. 26 of Ref. [11]). The shaded areas represent the barriers
between the SD and ND states above the zero point energy.
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lowest �3n1� configuration shown in Fig. 2 contains three
odd particles placed in the 1g9=2, � � �1=2, the �fp�,
� � �1=2 and the 1f7=2, � � �1=2 orbitals. One proton
and two neutrons can be put in these three orbitals in
three different ways, yielding the three �3n1� bands
shown in Fig. 3(a). Shifting the signature of two of these
orbitals preserves the total signature but requires an addi-
tional excitation energy determined by the signature split-
ting of the relevant orbitals in the rotating mean field.
This energy amounts to �2 MeV for the 1g9=2 orbital,
�0:5 MeV for the relevant �fp� orbital, and vanishing for
the 1f7=2 orbitals. Hence, the next three bands of the �3n1�
configuration will be found at energies about 0.5 MeV
higher than the ones included in the figure. Similar argu-
ments can be applied to the �2n1� bands.

At I � 33=2, the SD �4n3� band and the three
ND �2n1� bands come close in energy [see Fig. 3(a)].
Since they differ only by a two-particle two-hole
(2p-2h) excitation, one might expect a strong coupling
between the SD band and these �2n1� bands at this spin
value leading to a decay-out already at I � 33=2. It
seems, however, that this is prevented by a potential
barrier. This is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), where the energy
is shown along a straight line in the ��2; �� plane, which
approximately goes through the minima of the �2n1�,
�3n1�, and �4n3� configurations. At I � 29=2, no normal
deformed state comes close to the SD state, while at I �
25=2 both the three �3n1� bands and several excited �1n1�
bands [17] lie in the same energy range as the SD
band. The �1n1� states differ by (at least) a 3p-3h exci-
tation from the states of the SD band, while all three
�3n1� states differ by a 2p-2h excitation. There is only a
small barrier [cf. Fig. 3(b)] at this spin value between
the SD state and the �3n1� states. This suggests a strong
coupling to the �3n1� states, which then act as doorway
states for the decay-out of the SD band.

To quantify these observations and to investigate the
general structure of the decay-out flow of the SD band,
the interaction between the states needs to be included
explicitly and combined with transition matrix elements.
We thus allow the bands to mix by introducing a residual
two-body interaction in a similar way as in the models
studied for damping of rotational bands (see Refs. [18,19]).
Subsequently, the electromagnetic decay cascade is simu-
lated. The observed decay mainly occurs via stretched E2
transitions, and only the states defined by the SD band
and the positive parity, � � �1=2 states involved in the
decay-out between I � 17=2 to I � 37=2 are considered.

All 32 rotational bands shown in Fig. 3(a) are theoreti-
cally described by the occupation numbers of the
(deformed and rotating) single particle orbits, the equi-
librium deformations, and the correspondingly mini-
mized energy for each spin. The residual interaction,
V̂Vres, which takes into account the parts of the nuclear
interaction not included in the mean field, implies a
mixing between the rotational bands. This interaction
must be of two-body nature, and it conserves the angular
232502-3
momentum and parity quantum numbers. Denoting the
unperturbed state as j�; I�i, where � specifies the con-
figuration and its deformation, the matrix elements of the
residual interaction can be written as

h�0; I�jV̂Vresj�; I�i � V2p2h � Tcoll�I�: (1)

The first term, V2p2h, is due to the explicit change of con-
figuration by a 2p-2h excitation, and the second term,
Tcoll, accounts for the change in the (collective) deforma-
tion between the two states �0 and �. For V2p2h, a two-
body random matrix approach is applied and the matrix
elements are chosen from an ensemble of Gaussian dis-
tributed random numbers with standard deviation � �
100 keV. This choice for V2p2h agrees with estimates
made in other mass regions. For example, V � 20 keV
in the mass A� 160 region [20] yields V � 20�
�160=60�3=2 � 87 keV for the mass A� 60 region
[18]. It is assumed that the matrix element V2p2h is spin
independent.

The second factor in Eq. (1), Tcoll, takes into account
the deformation change that may be more or less hindered
by an energy barrier between the two energy minima. The
potential energy barrier between the two states is calcu-
lated microscopically in the CNS model using the same
theoretical description underlying the calculation of the
unperturbed bands (see Fig. 3). If there is no barrier
between the two states, we set Tcoll � 1:0. The reduction
of Tcoll due to the barrier is calculated in WKB. In these
calculations, we assume a dynamical mass, B� � 12 � Birr

[1], and a zero point energy of 0.5 MeV. Obviously, Tcoll

is spin dependent, as is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3(b).
The large barrier at I � 33=2 between the SD state and
the �2n1� state, which results in Tcoll � 0:016, has almost
disappeared at I � 25=2. The barrier at I � 25=2 be-
tween the SD state and the �3n1� state yields Tcoll � 0:15.

The precise experimental information of transition
energies and strengths in the four transitions out of the
29=2� SD band allows for a direct determination of three
of these matrix elements. One finds a rms value of 70 keV
for the three matrix elements connecting the SD state at
25=2� to the ND doorway states. Relative to our simula-
tions, the stronger experimental matrix elements indicate
a more open barrier at 25=2�.

The 32� 32 matrix, describing the effective
Hamiltonian, is set up and diagonalized for each spin
value, and new eigenstates and energies are found. The
new eigenstates, j�; I�i, are linear combinations of the
unperturbed states, j�; I�i �

P
�a�;�j�; I�i. To calculate

the E2 decay we make the following assumptions: B�E2�
values for transitions along unperturbed bands are deter-
mined by the deformation of the band according to
B�E2� � �� cos��� 30���2, where the deformation is de-
termined from the microscopic calculation averaged over
the band. This gives B�E2� � 200 W:u: for the SD band
(� � 0:38), and B�E2� values between 14 and 78 W.u. for
the different ND bands, which is consistent with derived
experimental average quadrupole moments for bands 4
232502-3
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FIG. 4 (color online). Experimental (black line) and simu-
lated (grey line) �-ray spectra at initial spins Ii � 37=2 (a),
33=2 (b), 29=2 (c), 25=2 (d), and 21=2 (e) as a function of �-ray
energy. At Ii � 33=2, the two curves largely overlap. Panel (f)
shows the simulated and measured intensity in the SD band as a
function of spin, Iinitial.
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and 5 [11]. For transitions between unperturbed bands,
which differ in configurations by 1p-1h, we generically
assume B�E2� � 5 W:u:Transitions involving a change of
more than 1p-1h have B�E2� � 0, since the E2-transition
operator is of one-body character.

The E2 cascade is followed from the SD state at I �
37=2 which is initially given a 100% population. In the
course of the decay, the intensity is spread over many
mixed-band states as in the experiment (cf. Fig. 1). Re-
sults from such calculations are shown in Fig. 4. To exploit
the random nature of V2p2h, we show the sampling from
100 independent simulations of the interaction. The cal-
culated �-ray strengths are compared to the correspond-
ing experimental strengths in Fig. 4 at initial spins
37=2 (a), 33=2 (b), 29=2 (c), 25=2 (d), and 21=2 (e). In
Fig. 4(f), the calculated and measured intensity in the SD
band are compared.

The results of Fig. 4 can be interpreted with reference
to the band energies displayed in Fig. 3. At spin 33=2, the
barrier effectively prevents a coupling to the three �2n1�
states, and only a small fraction of the decay, �1%, leaks
out of the band at spin 33=2. At spin 25=2 there is a low
barrier to the three doorway states of configuration type
�3n1�, which as a result gives rise to four �-ray transitions
from the 29=2� state to four 25=2� states in both experi-
ment and calculation. Two groups of transitions are seen
with energies of about 1.8 MeV and 3–4 MeV for the
25=2 ! 21=2 decay (cf. Fig. 1). The low-energy group,
comprising transitions with relatively large B�E2� values,
corresponds to fragmented rotational strengths to the
mixed �3n1� and excited �1n1� bands. The high-energy
group reflects the cooling to the low-lying �2n1� and
�1n1� states. The 21=2 ! 17=2 transitions complete the
232502-4
cooling down to the yrast line. The observed attenuation
of the strength in the SD band is seen to be nicely
reproduced by theory [cf. Fig. 4(f)]. The remaining
strength at 25=2 and 21=2 in the calculation, which also
is responsible for the lowest energy peaks around 1 MeV
of the corresponding � spectra, is an artifact of the
truncation to the 32 states.

In summary, the observation of a multitude of linking
transitions connecting the yrast SD band to low-spin
states in 59Cu have made possible a detailed understand-
ing of the � decay-out mechanism. It is found that the
decay-out is caused by a direct coupling of SD states to a
small number of doorway states. This provides another
perspective of the decay-out process as compared to the
heavier A� 150 and A� 190 regions, where the coupling
to doorway states is masked by a chaotic environment of
ND states, which leads to a very large number of linking
transitions.
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